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THE PURSUIT OF AN UNSTAMPED
NEWSPAPER: INTERACTIONS BETWEEN
PROSECUTION AND THE EVOLVING
FORM, POLITICS, AND BUSINESS
PRACTICES OF JOHN CLEAVE'S
WEEKLY POLICE GAZETTE (1834-36)1
by EDWARD JACOBS

INTRODUCTION
John Cleave's Weekly Police Gazette (1834-36) [hereafter cited as WPG]
was by most accounts the best-selling unstamped newspaper of the
so-called 'War of the Unstamped Press' in the 1830s, one of the first
unstamped papers to adopt a broadsheet format similar to those of
the stamped newspapers, and one of the first to mix political news
with coverage of non-political events, such as sensational crimes
and strange occurrences. 2 Perhaps because WPG's circulation
reached around 40,000-well beyond that of most other newspapers
of the 1830s, whether stamped or unstamped - it was also the
most frequently prosecuted of the unstamped publications, with
Cleave being tried and convicted because of the WPG on at least
six separate occasions during its two-year run. 3 By contrast, during
the same period, there were only four legal actions against Henry
Hetherington, the next most often prosecuted of the unstamped
publishers, and only two distinct prosecutions. 4
This article will explore how the prosecutions of WPG
interacted with the significant changes in content and format that
it manifested during its two-year run and with the practicalities
of Cleave's business as publisher of an illegal unstamped paper.
Such a project seems warranted because previous discussions
of legal actions against WPG and other unstamped papers have
focused on documenting the prosecutions, and what they reveal
about government attitudes towards the unstamped press, far
more than on how publishers of unstamped papers responded
to prosecution and to the government policies they represented. 5
My basic conclusions about such interactions are that government
prosecutions produced major changes in WPG's content, form and -~
pragmatics, and that, ironically- in large part because of these very
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changes - WPG contributed far more than previous scholarship
has recognized to the Government's tactical decision in 1836 not to
abolish the stamp duty on newspapers, but instead to lower it from
4d to ld per sheet. More specifically, the first section of this article
will analyse how prosecutions against Cleave himself- including
one not previously known to have happened - conditioned the
significant changes to WPG's form and content that were instituted
at some time between July 1834 and 14 March 1835. Section II will
analyse how Cleave exploited the splitting of his business activities
between two addresses- a bifurcation necessitated during this same
period by that hitherto unknown prosecution - as a foil against
prosecution. The third section explores why the most punitive
judgment against Cleave (or any other unstamped publisher) - in
the amount of £600 in February 1836 - was evidently set aside by
the Government in March of that year and suggests that it was done
because the failure of their efforts to interdict WPG via criminal
prosecution had convinced them that a better strategy would be to
change the current stamp laws so that 'market forces' would quash
WPG and the unstamped press in general.

I
As this summary of my argument has indicated, this section and
the next one will involve a discussion of a prosecution against
Cleave not previously documented in earlier scholarship on WPG.
My discovery of this action resulted from a manuscript annotation
on the copy of the 18 April 1835 number of WPG at Glasgow
University Library, which is one of eleven issues of WPG held there
not previously known to be extant. 6 The annotation reads:
NB Cleave the publisher of this paper was prosecuted
before the Lord Mayor and this increased the sale to about
20.000.
He was prosecuted in the Exchequer is now in the Kings
Bench under sentence and the sale ascends upwards of
36.000.
This annotation is almost certainly in the hand of Francis Place
(1771-1854), the radical activist and collector, and it corroborates

Edward Bulwer-Lytton's statement in Parliament (cited earlier)
that the circulation of WPG extended to between 30,000 and
40,000. 7 However, the two legal actions against Cleave mentioned
in this annotation are not among those previously known about.
In their histories of the unstamped press, both Patricia Hollis and
Joel Wiener do cite a letter in the Francis Place Papers at the British
Library that Place had written to Joseph Hume, on 12 May 1835,
about helping Cleave with his Gazette (see below) - a statement
that corroborates the second part of the annotation that Cleave
'is now [i.e., on 18 April 1835, the date of the annotated copy] in
the Kings Bench under sentence'. 8 Yet, despite citing this letter,
neither Hollis nor Wiener, in the midst their extensive accounts of
prosecutions against the unstamped press, addresses the question
of why Cleave was in King's Bench Prison in the spring of 1835,
and neither discusses any previous or subsequent prosecutions of
Cleave 'before the Lord Mayor'. Nor do details about these two
actions appear in extant runs of the radical unstamped newspapers
of the time, including the clippings from this period in the British
Library's Francis Place Collection (of press cuttings, leaflets and
other ephemera) [hereafter cited as FPC]. 9
Research into legal records in the National Archives at Kew
and the London Metropolitan Archives has yielded no further
information about the prosecution 'before the Lord Mayor'
mentioned in the annotation. 10 However, the King's Bench Prison
Committal Books (National Archives, Records of King's Bench,
Fleet and Marshalsea Prisons, PRIS 4/44, f.174) confirm that Cleave
was indeed 'under sentence' there (as the annotation states) from
11 November 1834 until 4 December 1835. Details about the actual
prosecution do not appear to have survived, although I have
suggested elsewhere several possible origins for the debt of £39 that
sent him to prison.11 Whatever legal cause put Cleave technically
'under sentence' to King's Bench Prison from November 1834 to
December 1835, he was not physically in gaol for all of that time,
since he was able to buy the right to live within the three-mile
radius of its 'rules'. 12 However, accessing these rules did require
Cleave to move his business - or at least part of it - from his form~r
address (1 Shoe Lane, near Fleet Street) to 1 Pearl Row, Blackfriars
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(within King's Bench Prison rules), as he did at some time between
19 July 1834 and 14 March 1835.13
Section II of this article analyses how Cleave exploited the split
within his business between the two locales that was necessitated
by the sentencing to King's Bench Prison. Yet Cleave's stint in the
gaol also has bearing on this section, which explores how, and to
what extent, this and other prosecutions motivated the changes to
WPG's content and form made between 19 July 1834 and 14 March
1835. These changes are detailed and interpreted elsewhere, but,
in terms of content, the key change was that (with the 14 March
1835 number) WPG greatly increased the amount and focus of
its political news, introducing regular reports from Parliament,
expanding its coverage of meetings of working-class and radical
associations, and using a newly introduced editorial section
(together with enhanced front-page illustrations) to prioritize and
advocate certain radical issues: most notably, repeal of the stamp
laws and other barriers to working-class advancement, such as
anti-trade union legislation. Formally, starting with this number,
WPG, far more rigorously than before, localized its major genres
- crime reporting, political reportage and editorializing, extracts
from correspondence and other periodicals, and advertisements
- into relatively regular, spatially distinct 'departments' (many
bearing topical titles). 14 Certainly all eleven of the earlier extant
numbers from 1834 contain the kind of 'Public News, Intelligence
or Occurrences, or Remarks or Observations thereon, or upon
any Matter of Church or State' that by the Newspaper and Stamp
Duties Act of 1819 (60 Geo. 3, c. 9) made periodicals liable to the 4d
per sheet stamp duty. 15 But, in these numbers, such public news is
significantly less in quantity and more rhetorically muted in tone
than in the numbers after 14 March 1835. Most notably, there is no
regular coverage of parliamentary affairs in these eleven earlier
numbers, and what news there is tends to be insubstantial. What
overtly political news there is largely takes the disguised form
of directly quoted speeches from the court-room reports that
dominate the content, from speeches at the radical association
meetings that were also regularly covered, or from letters to the
editor and public letters by politicians like Daniel O'Connell.
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At Cleave's trial on 14 May 1834 under the Newspaper and
Stamp Duties Act, his lawyer, Mr Wire, argued that WPG was not
a newspaper under the terms of that Act because it' contained only
police matter, and not the information which a man of business
would require' and 'no foreign news, no gazettes, no Parliamentary
news' (True Sun, 14 May 1834, p.ld). Although the trial found
that it 'was a Newspaper', the presiding magistrate, Sir Peter
Laurie, mitigated Cleave's fine to the lowest permitted amount,
commenting that 'it contained the sort of news most attractive
to a very large body of readers, the police intelligence', but '(at
least as far as he saw) ... nothing written against religion or the
government' .16 Indeed, the eleven extant 1834 numbers show that,
while WPG was technically a newspaper, Laurie's judgment that it
was not libellous seems justified.
The fact that WPG during its first year of circulation was
only political in a diffuse way raises two questions: why was it so
aggressively prosecuted within a short time of its first appearance,
and why did Cleave, at some time between July 1834 and March
1835, take the risky decision to make it more radically political both
in substance and form? The answer to the first question is fairly
clear, although it involves several factors: the Government moved
early against it because Cleave's previous history of 'seditious'
publication and activity had put the authorities on the alert; but
it also did so because WPG's high circulation and its adoption of
the same broadsheet format as papers like The Times constituted
an unprecedented challenge to the hegemonic stamped press, and
because it was launched at roughly the same time as a host of other
unstamped newspapers (some of them broadsheets, and most
published by Henry Hetherington) as part of wave that signalled
the inauguration of what Wiener has rightly called 'the War of the
Unstamped Press'.17
Attempting to answer the second question - why Cleave
enhanced WPG's political bearing between July 1834 and March
1835 - is more complicated, but it too involves several interrelated
factors. In the first place, Cleave probably decided to make it more
radical (and hence more aggressively illegal) in part because he
recognized- as did the 18 April 1835 annotator - that prosecution
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only increased WPG's circulation and Cleave's influence (and his
profits). However much this pragmatic (or perhaps cynical) motive
contributed to Cleave's radicalization of WPG, his increasing
stridency and prolixity against government policy during the
three prosecutions (between March and June 1834) against WPG
under the stamp legislation suggest that they also entrenched
and augmented Cleave's already radical convictions. 18 A third
probable cause for Cleave's decision to make the paper more
overtly political was the sentence he served at King's Bench Prison
between November 1834 and December 1835. This sentence was
most likely not for publishing WPG without a stamp, but instead
for publishing an almanack that infringed copyrights held by the
Stationers' Company. 19 Significantly, however, Cleave's term in
prison - which at over a year was by far the longest he suffered
during WPG's run -was evidently the cause that brought Place into
a prominent role as a co-editor and facilitator of WPG. In his letter
of 12 May 1835 to Joseph Hume (a Radical MP), Place concluded:
'I cannot be with you tomorrow morning, Wednesday, as I must
be at Kings Bench Prison to help Cleave with his Gazette which
cannot be delayed' (British Library, Francis Place Papers, Add. MS
35150, f.49a). This statement not only documents the link between
Cleave's imprisonment and Place's involvement in 'help[ing]
Cleave'with WPG, it also reveals Place's political investment in
the latter, which, he says, 'cannot be delayed'. The extant records,
alas, do not provide detail of exactly when Place gave Cleave what
kind of 'help' with WPG. However, Cleave had been in prison for
about six months before Place's letter to Hume, and the probability
that the annotation on the 18 April 1835 copy at Glasgow is by
Place suggests that he was 'helping' Cleave to publish WPG from
King's Bench at least one month before writing to Hume. Since
WPG manifestly becomes more political from the 14 March 1835
number - only one month before the annotation and two months
before Place's letter to Hume, but five months after Cleave's initial
sentence - it seems reasonable to infer that Place began 'helping'
Cleave to publish no later than 14 March 1835, and that Place
hence played some significant role in the decision to heighten
the paper's political content and focus from then onwards. That
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Place's involvement in WPG contributed to the enhancement of its
radical profile in March 1835 is further suggested by the fact that
from this number WPG used its newly introduced parliamentary
reporting and editorials to prioritize and advocate parliamentary
changes to the stamp laws by lawful means. These were precisely
the issues that Place had spent most of his life advocating, and
most especially during the early 1830s. 20
The limitations of the extant evidence admittedly renders
Place's role in the politicization of WPG in March 1835 only
hypothetical. However, the evidence strongly suggests that Place's
input-whatever its degree and timing may have been -and Cleave's
pragmatic and ideological responses to the early prosecutions were
in some combination of circumstances the primary causes of the
latter's decision to make WPG a more substantively and formally
radical a newspaper from 14 March 1835.
II

As the previous section implies, Cleave was quite pragmatic
about publishing WPG as an unstamped newspaper, and Hollis
and Wiener have both noted examples of his shrewdness and
ingenuity. 21 One major but hitherto unremarked instance of this
practical acumen was the way by which he turned the division
of his business between two locales, which was necessitated by
his committal to King's Bench Prison, into a tactical advantage. As
noted earlier, Hollis and Wiener quote Francis Place's letter of 12
May 1835 about Cleave being in prison, but neither has related
Cleave's period of detention to the fact that, at some time between
19 July 1834 and 14 March 1835, his address in WPG imprints
changed from '1 Shoe Lane' to '1 Pearl Row', the latter being within
the three-mile 'rules' of King's Bench Prison. 22 Yet, as this section
will argue, notwithstanding this change of imprint address, Cleave
never in fact abandoned his operations at Shoe Lane, but instead
divided his business between the two places, most likely soon after
his committal on 11 November 1834 to King's Bench, but certainly
by 14 March 1835.
The evidence that Cleave did not definitively move his
business from Shoe Lane to Pearl Row because of the terms of
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his imprisonment, but instead operated from both locations
as a foil against future prosecutions, is not conclusive and is
further complicated by disagreements between, and gaps in, the
contemporary sources. However, it does give sufficient reason to
suppose that, at least from 14 March 1835 (when the imprint changed
and the paper became significantly more political) until the seizure
of Cleave's presses between 30 July and 1 August 1835, Cleave was
operating at both addresses, if somewhat surreptitiously at Shoe
Lane. In the first place, even though the imprint address changed
on 14 March, from this issue until its last unstamped number on
3 September 1836 the imprints unvaryingly remind readers that
Cleave was 'late of' 1 Shoe Lane - a phrasing that at once legally
distanced himself from the place while suggesting his continuing
involvement there. A more complicated piece of evidence is that,
beginning with the 14 March number, advertisements regularly
begin to appear in WPG for publications issued by a 'T. Wakelin' at
1 Shoe Lane, and many of these advertisements identify Wakelin
with Cleave. For example, the phrasing in the imprint for 'The
Drunkard's Coat of Arms!' in advertisements appearing in the 14
March number (p.4e) and in the first full extant number after the
July/August seizures (5 September 1835, p.4f) identify Wakelin
directly with Cleave: 'London- Wakelin (late Cleave), 1 Shoe lane,
Fleet-street' .23 Another advertisement in the earlier number (p.2c),
for 'A COMPLETE LIST OF THE NEW HOUSE OF COMMONS',
successively lists Cleave at 1 Pearl Row and Wakelin at 1 Shoe
Lane. 24
Hollis and Wiener mention Wakelin, suspecting that he was
either a pseudonym adopted by Cleave after his presses were
seized on 1 August 1835, or else one of Cleave's actual shopmen
at Shoe Lane who helped him as a front to mask his continuing
publishing activities after that seizure. 25 However, neither Hollis nor
Wiener has recognized that Wakelin began publishing from Shoe
Lane well before the date of the seizures, and, more importantly,
began doing so precisely at the moment when Cleave's WPG
imprint address changed to Pearl Row. Neither of them therefore
has considered the possibility that Wakelin originated as a front
man or a collaborator not because of the seizures but in response
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to Cleave's earlier sentence to King's Bench Prison. Yet there is
a strong, and historically significant, possibility that 'Wakelin'
(whether a disguise of Cleave or a real person) acted to conceal the
fact that, after that sentence, WPG continued to be at least partially
printed and sold at 1 Shoe Lane, while Cleave edited and issued it
officially from Pearl Row, with some degree of help from Francis
Place.
The evidence for this claim centres on the narratives of the 30
July/1 August 1835 seizure actions against Cleave and Hetherington.
The accounts given by Cleave and by the Government differ
about where the seizures happened, but all accounts agree that
they involved two separate actions under two different statutes.
On 30 July the Government attempted to seize Cleave's presses in
default of payment of a June 1834 Court of Exchequer judgment
for £200 under the 1798 Newspapers Regulation Act (38 Geo. 3, c.
78), which required affidavits naming and locating the publishers
and printers of newspapers to be filed with the Stamp Office. As
Thomas Spring Rice, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, informed
the House of Commons on 10 August 1835 in justification of the
seizures:
[the] prosecutions were commenced in May, 1834, and the
actions were tried and the verdict of Juries obtained [in
June 1834, but] ... [t]here was great difficulty in levying the
execution, but information was at last obtained that were
[i.e., where] the papers were printed there was property to
be found. The executions were regularly placed in the hands
of the Sheriff, and his officers went to Mr. Cleave's.
The seizure was foiled when, Spring Rice continued, even though
the 'presses were said to be the property of another person ... Mr.
Cleave paid the full amount of the penalty ... in gold, no doubt
for the purpose of evading any attempt to trace notes with the
view of bringing the transaction home to those who were abettors
of the system' (WPG, 15 August 1835, in FPC, reel 51 (Set 70) [all
citations are from this reel and Set, unless otherwise stated], f.262).
However, on 1 August, Cleave's presses were again seized under .
the Unlawful Societies Act 1799 (39 Geo 3, c. 79), section 23 of which
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required that 'every Person having any Printing Press, or Types for
Printing, shall cause a Notice thereof, signed in the Presence of,
and attested by one Witness, to be delivered to the Clerk of the
Peace acting for the County ... where the same shall be intended
to be used' naming the printer and the place of its intended use,
and which further expressly forbade using 'any Printing Press or
Types for Printing in any other Place than the Place expressed in
such Notice'. 26
The Government's and Cleave's accounts differed significantly,
however, about where (and at how many places) these two events
occurred. Spring Rice told the Commons that, on 30 July:
[the] money [i.e., the £200 owing from the Exchequer
judgment] being paid, the presses were taken off to another
place, and on Saturday [1 August] the 40,000 unstamped
Papers were printed in defiance of the law.... In order to
discern if this new place belonged to Mr. Cleave or not,
application was made at the office of the Clerk of the Peace,
where every press was obliged, by law, to be registered
[under 39 Geo 3, c. 79]. It was found not to be registered
and it, by that law, became immediately liable to seizure.
The Government thus knowing the work to be unlawful,
allowed the seizure (FPC, f.262).
By contrast, the WPG editorial section from the same (15 August
1835) issue (FPC, f.261), which challenges various 'lies' in Spring
Rice's account, insisted that, on 30 July, the 'officers did not go
to Mr. Cleave's; they went to the premises of his printer, whose
property, not that of Mr. Cleave, they seized for Mr. Cleave's debt
to the Crown'. The editorial does not contest the statement that
Cleave then paid the fine in full with gold (although it mocked
Spring Rice's outrage at the use of coin rather than paper money),
but it does rebut his account of where, and on what legal grounds,
the 1 August seizure occurred. It is perplexing, however, that
Spring Rice's central statement about the location of the August
seizure that the editorial quotes from and objects to (marked in
bold font in the excerpt below) does not appear in the transcript of
his 10 August speech in the Commons given in this WPG number
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(FPC, ff.262-3; cf. 231), nor in other accounts of what Spring Rice
told Parliament:
The money being paid, the presses were taken off to another
place; information was given that the presses had been so
removed, and a search was made in the registry at the Office
of the Clerk of the Peace to ascertain if the presses had been
duly entered; it was found that they had not been entered,
and on Saturday they were again seized for no entry, and
the forty thousand papers which were on the Thursday
found in a half-printed state, were then found completed, and
were all seized. The presses were entered at the place from
which they were removed, but they were not entered at
the place to which they were removed; and therefore the
Government, knowing the work to be illegal, allowed the
seizure. (FPC, f.261)
Against this account, the WPG editorial says:
The presses were not removed, the seizures were both made
upon the same premises - the presses were never entered
- the 40,000 half-printed papers said to have been found on
Thursday were not found completed on Saturday, and were
not then seized, only four thousand copies having then been
found and seized. (Ibid.)
The extant evidence leaves it uncertain whether Spring Rice's or
Cleave's account of where the two seizures happened is the correct
one. The warrants for the two actions against Cleave (which would
have included the addresses) do not survive, and neither Cleave's
account, nor the Government's, nor other newspaper reports
specify any addresses of the premises - in significant contrast
to the fact that nearly every account of the simultaneous seizure
of Hetherington's press locates that action to Savoy Street in the
Strand. 27 However, in the context of the links between Cleave and
Wakelin, and of the prison sentence that forced Cleave to move
to Pearl Row, both accounts (especially the Government's) make
it at least as likely as any other possibility that, by 30 July, WPG
was being printed at Shoe Lane by 'Wakelin', despite the imprint
address having moved to Pearl Row before 14 March.
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If one accepts the Spring Rice statement (especially as quoted
by Cleave's critical editorial) that Cleave had moved his presses
from his regular premises to another place on 30 July, then that day's
seizure attempt most plausibly (perhaps probably) occurred at 1
Shoe Lane. As Hollis has noted, Cleave had registered a press there,
as the 1799 Act required, on 3 January 1834, shortly before WPG
commenced publication. 28 Hollis suspects that Cleave then only
registered a 'hypothetical press' as' a gesture of legal responsibility'
for the forthcoming WPG, since, according to two 'Memorials' sent
to the Stamp Office in late July 1834 by John Cunningham and
Morris Salmon (printers at Crown Court, Fleet Street, an address
close to Shoe Lane), Cleave had been hiring their presses to print
WPG until July 1834. On learning that Cleave had been convicted
in June under the 1798 Newspaper Act, and themselves being
summoned on 26 July by a Stamp Office letter to document how
many copies of WPG they had printed, Cunningham and Salmon
claimed to have terminated their relationship with Cleave and
pledged to co-operate with the Government. Hollis wonders if
they nonetheless continued to print WPG thereafter, although she
acknowledges that there is no evidence that they did so, other than
their having 'later printed the unstamped Daily National Gazette' .29
Other evidence makes it more likely that Cunningham and Salmon
did indeed terminate their contract with Cleave in July 1834. Fully
three months later, on 20 October, their solicitor wrote to Francis
Place requesting his help 'either personally, or by means of W
Grote or AY Hume [i.e., Apothecary [Joseph] Hume, nicknamed
thus because of his early medical training (Oxford DNB)], or some
of your other friends of the House of Commons', in getting 'the
Commissioners of Stamps . . . to accept the terms offered by the
Memorial, and forego any further proceedings in the prosecution
which has been instituted' (FPC, f.199). It seems implausible that
Cunningham and Salmon would have continued to print WPG
while petitioning the Government to forego proceedings for their
having earlier done so. It moreover seems that their pleas (and
presumed good behaviour) eventually persuaded the Government
to relent, since there is no evidence that Cunningham and Salmon
were ever sent to trial for printing WPG, despite Stamp Office
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threats and the eight issues of WPG preserved in Exchequer files
as potential evidence against them (National Archives, Exchequer,
E 163/22/3/21).30
The evidence that, from late July 1834, WPG was no longer
being printed by Cunningham and Salmon raises the possibility
that the press registered by Cleave at Shoe Lane on 3 January 1834
in preparation for the paper's launch was not so 'hypothetical' as
Hollis suspects and that it was in fact the one seized on 30 July/1
August 1835. If that is the case, then it is probable that Cleave had
hired Cunningham and Salmon in early 1834 as a supplement to
his own Shoe Lane press, in order to meet the high circulation
that WPG attained shortly after its appearance. 31 Cunningham
and Salmon's Memorial in fact represents them as having done a
kind of emergency jobbing work for Cleave, citing their relations
with him as 'the common and ordinary practise of the Trade for a
Paper', whereby WPG was
composed and set up at one place, and brought to your
Memorialists .. . often ... atalatehour,orjuston the eve of the
time appointed for publication, and ... immediately put into
the Machine and worked off, without your Memorialists, or
any person in their employ, being in the least aware of the
contents of such papers (FPC, f.198).
The provenance of any actual press that Cleave might have
registered and operated at Shoe Lane from 3 January 1834 is
typically mysterious. Some evidence suggests that, by 30 July
1835 (when the first seizure · occurred), Cleave had strategically
transferred ownership of his press (wherever it came from) to
William Lovett, a Radical journalist and Chartist organizer who did
legally own the press seized from Hetherington at the same time,
but this evidence is far from conclusive. 32 Even if Lovett did legally
own Cleave's press at the time of the seizures, it was probably still
housed and operated by Cleave/'Wakelin' at 1 Shoe Lane, since
Lovett could not have housed it at his premises in Greville Street,
Hatton Garden (where from 1832 he was running the very public
'Lovett's Coffee, Reading, and Conversation Rooms') and he had
no training in the printing trades.
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Whether or not one accepts the evidence that Shoe Lane was
the place from which Cleave (according to Spring Rice's account)
removed his presses after the aborted seizure attempt on 30 July,
Pearl Row seems the likely candidate for the other place to which
those presses were removed, and where they were seized on 1
August. Spring Rice told the Commons that these presses had never
been registered for use at the place to which they were removed,
and indeed there is no evidence that Cleave ever registered a
press at 1 Pearl Row, which was after all a temporary address
necessitated by his gaol sentence, to which Cleave was unlikely to
have bothered to move his printing equipment (especially across
the Thames to Blackfriars ), unless forced to do so by something like
the 1835 seizures. If indeed the 30 July seizure attempt happened
at Shoe Lane, Cleave could have 'removed' his presses somewhere
nearer (i.e., north of the Thames) than Pearl Row. However,
evidence and logic militate against the probability that Cleave's
press was moved to any of the premises linked to Cleave that were
geographically more convenient than Pearl Row: Cunningham
and Salmon's; Lovett's; and Watson's. Because Cunningham and
Salmon's business in Fleet Street was so close to Shoe Lane, if the
first seizure attempt happened at the latter place, then it would
have been most convenient to move Cleave's redeemed presses
there. However, Cunningham and Salmon had most likely severed
all ties with Cleave in July 1834 (a year earlier), and there is no
mention of them in any journalistic or legal records of seizures.
Lovett's premises in Greville Street were also north of the Thames,
but even if he did own the press used to print WPG (which he
probably did not), the press could not have been registered under
statute both there and at Shoe Lane, and it would have been
foolhardy to move a prohibited press to such public premises.
Watson's various premises were also north of the Thames, and
there is some very thin evidence that he had had some previously
unknown business relations with Cleave. But Cleave would have
been uncharacteristically foolish to have moved his press to
anywhere associated with Watson, given that Hetherington had
widely proclaimed that his press had been seized on premises
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belonging to Watson ('Supplement to Hetherington's Twopenny
Dispatch', FPC, f.251). 33
If, on the other hand, one accepts Cleave's insistence that
both raids happened at the same place, then it is possible that this
place was 1 Shoe Lane, although evidence for this possibility is
far from conclusive. Cleave's editorial against the 'lies' in Spring
Rice's account claims that 'the seizures were both made upon the
same premises'. It also claims that those premises belonged not
to Cleave but to 'his printer', and that the presses seized 'were
never registered' at those premises (FPC, f.261). There is no direct
evidence that Cleave ever officially sold or transferred 1 Shoe
Lane to anyone, and he was manifestly the legal owner of 1 Shoe
Lane by 4 February 1836, when copies of WPG purchased there
were successfully entered as evidence against him under the 1798
Newspaper Act. 34 However, given the fact that, from 14 March
1835, advertisements in WPG began to locate 'T. Wakelin' at Shoe
Lane, it remains possible that Cleave had transferred Shoe Lane
to 'Wakelin', who was the 'printer' that Cleave claims owned the
premises raided. Wakelin never registered a press at 1 Shoe Lane
or elsewhere. Consequently, ifby the time of the seizures 'Wakelin'
- whether a real person or a front for Cleave - owned Shoe Lane,
then his use there of the press that Cleave had registered on 3
January 1834 (or of any other press) would have been technically
'unregistered' under the terms of the 1799 Act, as Cleave's version of
events insisted the seized press was. 35 It thus seems as likely as any
other scenario - if one accepts Cleave's version of events - that his
unnamed printer was 'Wakelin' at 1 Shoe Lane, who was operating
in 'unregistered' fashion the press that Cleave had registered there
in his own name on 3 January 1834 and that remained there so
as to avoid the labour and cost of moving it across the Thames to
Pearl Row.
My argument here, that Cleave responded to his prison sentence
by arranging to print WPG at Shoe Lane while continuing to edit
it from his enforced change of address at Pearl Row, does depend
upon fragmentary evidence and unconfirmable hypotheses. Yet
the simple fact that one still cannot confirm where the seizures
happened, to whom the presses legally belonged, or who was
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operating them, testifies to Cleave's acumen in the surreptitious
business of publishing an unstamped newspaper. Insofar as the
'great difficulty' in locating the property that could legitimately be
seized from Cleave that Spring Rice told the Commons had delayed
execution of the June 1834 Exchequer judgment for over a year
arose from Cleave's division of his business between premises, one
must presume that Cleave was consciously and cannily exploiting
that separation in order to create that 'difficulty' for a government
that he spent most of his life resisting.
III

Aside from the 1834 sentence to King's Bench Prison and the 1835
seizures, the known prosecutions of John Cleave under the stamp
duty laws fall into two clusters: three between April and June 1834,
and two between February and March 1836. Section I discussed
how much the first group had contributed to Cleave's enhancement
of WPG's political content by March 1835. This section will analyse
how the latter two interacted with the Government's decision to
introduce a Bill on 15 March 1836 that reduced stamp duty from
4d to ld, but stiffened Stamp Office control of the newspaper
press and required publishers to post expensive bonds as security
against criminal libel. As Hollis, Wiener and other commentators
have stressed, this reduction in duty was not a capitulation to the
unstamped press or to radical principles, but instead a ploy to
allow the well-capitalized hegemonic newspapers to compete for
the bottom end of the market while forcing most of the workingclass sheets either to increase their prices beyond the means of their
intended audience or else to abandon political news entirely. 36
The two prosecutions of Cleave in 1836 differ from all the
others against him, and indeed against other members of the
unstamped press fraternity, firstly because of the severity of the
February penalty - fines amounting to £600, which the 20 February
issue rightly called 'a sentence of imprisonment for life' (FPC,
ff.355-7), and secondly because both sentences were eventually
revoked by the Government. The Government thus 'martyred'
Cleave only to quash the convictions, I contend, because the two
cases against Cleave had confirmed their growing belief that the

best way to suppress the unstamped press was not by intensifying
prosecutions under existing legislation - a strategy that had proven
both costly and very rarely effective - but by changing the laws so
as to allow market forces (reinforced by new legal restrictions) to
operate against what Hollis has aptly called 'the Pauper Press'.
The bare facts about the two prosecutions are set out in the
following paragraphs. On 4 February 1836 Cleave was punished
with five fines of £100 each for publishing a paper without having
filed the affidavit required by sections 1, 2 and 7 of the Newspaper
Act of 1798, plus five more of £20 each for publishing it 'not duly
stamped', which were under section 18 of the statute 'over and
above all other Penalties recoverable by Law ... for every such
Newspaper'. 37 In mid-March, Cleave was sentenced to three
months in prison under the 1742 Act (16 Geo. 2, c. 26, for the
Continuance of Laws, etc.), section 5 of which set that penalty upon
any person who should 'sell, hawk, carry about, utter or expose to
Sale any News Paper, or any Book, Pamphlet, or Paper, deemed or
construed to be a News Paper, within the Intention and Meaning
of any of the Acts of Parliament, relating to the Stamp Duties now
in Force, not being stampt or marked' (WPG, 2 April 1836, p.3a-b).
According to the 13 March 1836 issue of the Radical (p.7b), Cleave
was arrested while carrying '33 quires of unstamped newspapers'
bearing 'the date Sunday, March 6' from 'a hired cabriolet' to 'the
door of Mr. [George] Purkess, a publisher', in 'Compton-street,
Soho'.38 Cleave pleaded 'that the Stamp Commissioners would see
reason for not pressing for a conviction in the present instance,
as the Government must have his body in a few days under the
Exchequer process' of 4 February, but the magistrate, Sir Francis
Roe, said 'he had nothing to do with the process of the Court of
Exchequer' and committed him 'for three months to the House
of Correction'. Cleave vowed to appeal, and on 27 March 1836
the Radical (p.Sc-d) reported that on 'Friday, the 25th instant,
Mr. Cleave was brought up under a writ of Habeas Corpus before
Mr. Justice Pattison at his Chambers in Serjeants' Inn, in order to
try the validity of the warrant of commitments, whereby he was
detained in the Tothillfields Bridewell'. The appeal was on the _
grounds 'that the words "carry about" must be implied to mean
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carrying about for sale; for the words ought to be construed with
reference to those which preceded and followed them', since
otherwise the law licensed abuses, such that a 'master intending
to punish a servant or apprentice, need only give him a bundle of
unstamped newspapers, direct him to be watched by a policeman,
seized, and carried before a justice of the peace'. 39 Justice Pattison
not surprisingly found the warrant to be valid and 'remanded the
prisoner'. However, after serving about one month of his sentence,
Cleave was released through a related series of legal and political
challenges to the legality of the conviction in which Francis Place
played a central role. These challenges moreover resulted, as
scholars have not before recognized, in the Government cancelling
the £600 'sentence of imprisonment for life' levied on 4 February.
That Place and others used political means to overturn
Pattison's affirmation of Cleave's conviction is relatively well
attested. The 1 May 1836 issue of the Radical (p.Sb ), in reporting
the 'liberation from Tothill-fields Bridewell of this martyr [Cleave]
for the freedom of the press' stated that
Mr. Place, Dr. Black, and the Editor of the Radical, acting
under the direction of the Hetherington and Cleave
committee [founded by Place after the February 1836 case,
see below] procured a promise of Mr. M. D. Hill, M.P., and
King's Council, and of Mr. Roebuck, M.P., to hold a brief on
a motion to quash the conviction in the King's Bench [where
it] would have been quashed ... no doubt, and then all the
prisoners must have been liberated.
By this account, Place then 'prepared a memorial to the ministry,
stating the injustice of the proceedings which had been adopted by
the Stamp-Office', and the 'minister on receipt of this and two other
memorials did discharge Mr. Cleave, and on the same principle
ought to have remitted the unjust imprisonment of all the other
bastilled Englishmen' .40
The evidence that the quashing of Cleave's March 1836
conviction also led to the Government's cancellation of the £600
fine centres on statements by the 'Committee of the Friends of the
Liberty of the Press', which had been formed in February to raise
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penny subscriptions towards the payment of Cleave's fines and of
the lesser fines (outstanding from June and August 1834) in default
of which Hetherington had also recently been imprisoned. 41 In
particular, a notice 'TO THE SUBSCRIBERS TO THE FUND FOR
PAYING THE FINES OF H. HETHERINGTON AND J. CLEAVE'
in the 8 May 1836 Radical (p.ld; a clipping also in FPC, f.560),
announcing the release of Hetherington and Cleave from prison,
implied that the Fund Committee was able and willing to pay
Hetherington's fines precisely because the Government had agreed,
during negotiations over the legality of Cleave's conviction, to
cancel Cleave's £600 fine. The first paragraph of this notice reads:
The Committee for the above objects inform the Contributers
[sic] to this Fund, that after procuring the release from
prison of Mr. Cleave, and the promise of the Chancellor of
Exchequer, made to Mr. Warburton, M.P., that Mr. Cleave
should 'hear nothing more of his fines,' they have this day
paid the fines of Mr. Hetherington, and that both these
determined advocates of a Cheap Press are now in the
enjoyment of their liberty.
Grammatically speaking, the 'after' in the second phrase links
the procuring of Cleave's release and the Exchequer's promise to
cancel his fines only sequentially with the Committee's payment
of Hetherington's fines. However, the context of the full sentence
strongly implies consequentiality, i.e., that the Committee paid
Hetherington's fines because other means had been found to
get Cleave out of prison with his fines cancelled, and that the
Committee therefore had enough money to pay Hetherington's
fines. The Committee, neither here nor elsewhere, ever claimed to
have paid Cleave's fines, but only to have received 'the promise
of the Chancellor of Exchequer' that he should 'hear nothing
more' about his fines. Because Cleave had by this point paid all
the fines outstanding against him except for the £600 in total of
the Exchequer judgment, the fines abrogated by the Chancellor's
promise must have been those owing to the Exchequer - especially
given that it was precisely the Chancellor who had made the
promise. Spring Rice was probably willing to annul Cleave's fines
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in April 1836 because he had by this time (on 15 March) introduced
the Bill to reduce the stamp duty (Hollis, p.90; cf. pp.85-9) to which
he needed to reconcile Radical MPs like Warburton and Roebuck.
For this reduction was not intended to help the unstamped press
or appease Radical supporters. Instead, the Bill was a tactical shift
by the Government from legal to economic means as a way to
eradicate the unstamped press.
Whatever motivated the Chancellor's promise to Warburton,
getting it evidently allowed the Committee forthwith to pay
Hetherington's fines, since these had amounted, at most, to little
more than one-third of Cleave's £600 debt. The notice in the 8 May
1836 Radical announcing the release of Cleave and Hetherington
ends with the statement (dated 3 May and signed 'WM. LOVETT,
Sec.') that: 'An Audited balance sheet up to the present time will
be immediately made out and published.' I have been unable
to trace such a balance sheet, which presumably would have
specified how much Hetherington's fines were (and corroborated
that Cleave's fines had been cancelled rather than paid). However,
other evidence indicates that Hetherington's fines were (at most)
£240, and probably substantially less than that, part of that sum
having been 'made up' by the seizure of his shop furniture on 31
July/1 August 1835.
The statement by the 'Committee of the Friends of the Liberty
of the Press' that it was formed 'for procuring penny subscriptions
to pay the Exchequer fines of Mr. Hetherington and Mr. Cleave' (my
emphasis) and that the 'fines in the cases of Mr. Hetherington and
Mr. Cleave (6001. to 700.), great as they may seem to be ... are as
nothing divided among the great body' might seem to imply that
Hetherington too, like Cleave, was fined in the region of £600 in
February 1836 by the Court of Exchequer. However, there is no
evidence that Hetherington was tried in the Exchequer Court at
that time, or that he was ever fined more than the £200 imposed
by the Exchequer judgment of June 1834. The fines that the
Committee paid for him in May 1836 were instead a combination
of the remainder of the £200 owed under this judgment, plus '£40
for selling the Twopenny Dispatch' that Hollis says was imposed
in August 1834.42 As mentioned earlier, Cleave paid the £200 fine
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imposed on him at the same Exchequer session on 30 July 1835,
in order (briefly) to redeem his presses after seizure (FPC, ff.262,
261). By contrast, as Spring Rice told the Commons on 10 August
1835 in justifying seizures: '[t]he case of Hetherington differed
from that of Cleave, inasmuch as the latter had paid the penalty,
and the former had not' (WPG, 15 August 1835, FPC, f.262). More
importantly in the present context, even though Hetherington's
press (like Cleave's) was seized on 1 August, the 'Supplement to
Hetherington's Twopenny Dispatch', issued on the night of the
seizures (FPC, ff.251-4), states that his 'stock in trade and furniture'
(f.254) were on that morning separately confiscated by a 'sheriff's
officer' (presumably on a writ of fieri facias, for enforcement
of judgment debts) for defaulting on the June 1834 Exchequer
judgment. The writ of fieri facias (or 'fi. fa.' as it was typically
abbreviated) is a 'writ wherein the sheriff is commanded that he
cause to be made out of the goods and chattels of the defendant,
the sum for which judgment was given'. 43 One 'fi. fa.' writ against
Hetherington is recorded (though not transcribed) for Michaelmas
Term [October to December] 1834 (National Archives, Exchequer,
E 204/13), and another (again not transcribed) for Trinity Term
[May to June] 1835 (E 204/13). The former dates from shortly after
Hetherington's June 1834 Exchequer conviction, while the latter
is from shortly before the July/August 1835 seizures, so it seems
reasonable to assume that the 'sheriff's officer' in the 'Supplement'
was acting on one or other of these writs. 44 If indeed Hetherington's
'stock in trade' was seized under a' fi. fa.' writ, then the Exchequer
had probably 'made out' some part of the £200 owed from the June
1834 conviction. Hetherington's 'Supplement' claimed that the
'stock in trade and furniture' seized by the 'sheriff's officer', and
'the printing materials' separately confiscated by 'a large body of
police ... with a warrant from Sir F. Roe', together' cost upwards of
£1,500' (FPC, f.254) .
Whether or not the fines on Hetherington that the Committee
paid in May 1836 were £240 or less, they amounted to less than
half of the enormous amount imposed on Cleave by the Exchequer
process of February 1836. Because the Committee advertised that .
it was formed for the purpose of 'procuring penny subscriptions
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to pay the Exchequer fines' of both men (Twopenny Dispatch, 20
February 1836, in FPC, f.357), it could not on political grounds have
paid Hetherington's fines but not Cleave's. However, after getting
the Government to overlook Cleave's penalty, the Committee
would have felt able to pay Hetherington's. This they did, and the
8 May 1836 Radical celebrated not only that payment, but also its
success in using other means to secure Cleave's release.
As noted throughout this article, its arguments necessarily
depend upon many hypotheses and conjectures. Nonetheless, it
is my contention that the available evidence strongly suggests that
Cleave's tactics in pursuing the publishing venture of WPG as an
unstamped newspaper - tactics which included his manipulation
of the division of his business between Shoe Lane and Pearl Row
necessitated by his sentence to King's Bench Prison, as well as the
involvement of Francis Place in the production of WPG that resulted
from that necessity - not only explain why WPG became much
more political by March 1835 than it had been at its inception, but
also how and why WPG contributed, to an extent not previously
appreciated, to the Government's policy change, a year later, in
its strategy for suppressing the unstamped trade and popular
radicalism.
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2010). The eleven issues at Glasgow are unique copies, and
they are not included among the other extant numbers listed
in Joel Wiener's A Descriptive Finding List of Unstamped British
Periodicals 1830-1836 (London: Bibliographical Society, 1970);
or in John S. North (ed.), The Waterloo Directory of English
Newspapers and Periodicals 1800-1900 (2nd edn), availabl~
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On the attribution to Place, see Jacobs, 'John Cleave's Weekly
Police Gazette (1834-36)'; on Bulwer-Lytton's statement, see
n.3.
Hollis, pp.78-9, 124, n .2, and Wiener, War, p.177, n.131;
Francis Place Papers, British Library, Add. MS 35150, f.49a.
A microfilm edition of the Papers, published as Politics and
the Working Man in England: Series 1: The Francis Place Papers
is available from Harvester Press Microform Publications
(Brighton 1978). (Add. MS 35150 is on reel 49.)
British Library, The Francis Place Collection [hereafter cited
as FPC]. Until 1982 the original guardbook volumes of this
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I provided. I am much indebted to her for the shrewdness
and thoroughness with which she pursued my queries
through often very complicated records. For details on the
specific records searched, see my 'John Cleave's Weekly Police
Gazette (1834-36)', n.8.
See ibid. for details and interpretation of the committal and
discharge records.
For legal background on the King's Bench Prison rules,
see William Tidd, The Practice of the Courts of King's Bench
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and Common Pleas (London 1828), pp.371-96. Tidd does not
specify the fee for liberty of the rules in 1828, but Thomas
Allen's History of the Counties of Surrey and Sussex (London
1829), i.298-9, states:
These rules are usually purchasable after the following
rate, by the prisoners: five guineas for small debts;
eight guineas for the first hundred pounds of debt,
and about half that sum for every subsequent hundred
pounds. Day-rules, of which three may be obtained
in every term, may also be purchased for 4s. 2d. for
the first day, and 3s. lOd. for the others .... Those who
buy the first-mentioned may take up their residence
anywhere within the precincts described; but the dayrules only authorised for the prisons to go out on those
days for which they are bought (6.65).

13

On the geography of the rules, see Smith's New Map of
London (London 1828?), which is available online at http://
archivemaps.com/mapco/smith/smith.htm.
Dating Cleave's move preciselY. is complicated by the fact
that the last extant issue of WPG with its imprint at 1 Shoe
Lane is '19 July 1834', while the first extant one with its
imprint at 1 Pearl Row is '14 March 1835'. The latter of these
is one of the numbers at Glasgow; the former is the latest
of eight also previously unknown numbers - all of which
are distinct from those at Glasgow - in Exchequer records at
the National Archives at Kew (E 163/22/3/21). All eight date
from 1834: 18 and 25 Jan., 1 and 15 Feb., 22 and 29 Mar., 5
Apr. and 19 July. Cleave was legally back at Shoe Lane by
Feb. 1836, for in the record of his £600 of fines in 13 Feb. 1836
issue of WPG (FPC, reel 51 (Set 70), ff.352-3, at f.352), various
witnesses 'proved the purchase of some dozens of Cleave's
Police Gazette, at No 1, Shoe-lane, on five different occasions'.
In 1839 his address is again listed as 1 Shoe Lane in Pigat and
Co. 's Royal and National Commercial Directory and Topography
(London 1839), p .188.
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For details and interpretation of these changes, see Jacobs,
'Politicization of Everyday Life'.
The eleven extant numbers from 1834 are the nine at National
Archives (8 in E 163/22/3/21 listed in n.13, and one in HO
64/15 (26 Apr.)); and two at Glasgow (12 Apr. and 5 July).
See my 'Contemporary Accounts' and 'Briefs of Laws', cited
in n.3, for details on this case and the laws behind it; and
'Contemporary Accounts' on Cleave's earlier Apr. 1834 trial.
See Hollis, pp.122-36, 309, 326, and Wiener, War, pp.149-52,
on Cleave's career as part of the surge in unstamped papers
from the early 1830s. See Hollis, pp.122-3, on the significance
of WPG's broadsheet format.
See 'Contemporary Accounts', pp.4-17.
Jacobs, 'John Cleave's Weekly Police Gazette (1834-36)' .
See Jacobs, 'Politicization of Everyday Life' on WPG's
priorities; on those of Francis Place, see Oxford DNB and
Francis Place Papers for the period, esp. British Library, Add.
MS 35150.
Hollis, pp.129-30, 193; Wiener, War, pp.149-52.
Neither Hollis nor Wiener discuss the move from Shoe
Lane to Pearl Row. See n.8, above, on Hollis and Wiener's
references to the Place letter; n.12 on King's Bench Prison
rules; and n .13 on the difficulty of precisely dating Cleave's
move.
That this imprint appeared in an advertisement for a
temperancepublicationenhancestheidentificationofWakelin
and Cleave, who both vigorously advocated working-class
temperance (Hollis, p.281). For other interesting examples
of advertisements linking Wakelin and Cleave, see WPG, 14
Mar. 1835 (p.2c) and 26 Dec. 1835 (pp.la, 1f and 4e).
The advertisement reads:
Nowpublishing,andsoldforaPenny! I ACOMPLETE
LIST OF THE NEW HOUSE OF COMMONS,
showing the Place each Member is returned for, and
their Political Character, whether Tory, Reformer, or
Doubtful. I London: Cleave, 1 Pearl row, facing the
Magdalen, Blackfriars' road; Wakelin, 1, Shoe-lane,
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Fleet street; Watson, 126, Strand, and 18, Commercial
place, City road; Purkess, Compton street, Soho; and
by all the Persons who supply this Paper in town and
country.
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See my 'Contemporary Accounts', n.21, on the curious
ways in which this advertisement and the one immediately
following it locate James Watson, himself an important
radical publisher, bookseller and printer, at the business
addresses of both Cleave and Hetherington.
Wiener, War, p.158; Hollis, p.130. Hollis suspects that Wakelin
may have been a 'pseudonym for Cleave' on the grounds
that, after the July/ Aug. 1835 seizures, 'T. Wakelin, of Cleave's
address in Shoe Lane, was named as the printer of the Weekly
Police Gazette', but she gives no source in which Wakelin 'was
named' as the printer of WPG, and no imprint of any extant
issue names Wakelin, either as printer or otherwise.
See my 'Contemporary Accounts' and 'Briefs of Laws' for
details of these two statutes and the seizure actions made
under them.
See 'Contemporary Accounts'/ pp.17-24, esp. n.21.
Hollis, p .129, n .3, citing 'Printers' Certificates', Corporation of
London Record Office [now London Metropolitan Archives1'
3 Jan. 1834; cf. pp.130, 161 and 309.
Ibid. 130. The two Memorials, together with the letter from
Cunningham and Salmon's solicitor to Place (discussed
below), are at FPC, f.198 .
See Jacobs, 'John Cleave's Weekly Police Gazette (1834-36)' on
possible motives for the Government's having threatened,
but never prosecuted, Cunningham and Salmon.
See n .3, above, on circulation.
See my 'Contemporary Accounts', pp.19-20, on the
contradictory evidence about whether Cleave, like
Hetherington, had transferred his press to Lovett. On the
mysterious provenance of Cleave's press(es), see Hollis,
pp.129-30, esp. p.130, n.3.
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See my 'Briefs of Laws' on the provisions of 39 Geo. 3, c.
79; and 'Contemporary Accounts', n .21, and Hollis, p.130, on
the implications that Watson had business links to Cleave.
WPG, 13 Feb. 1836, in FPC, ff.352-3. See my 'Contemporary
Accounts' for details.
See 'Briefs of Laws'.
On provisions of the Bill, see Hollis, pp.85-90, esp. p .85 and
p.90; and Altick, p.341. On its aims, see Hollis, pp.84-92, and
Wiener, War, pp.264-75.
See the trial report in WPG, 13 Feb. 1836 (FPC, ff.352-3, at
f.352); and my 'Briefs of Laws' and 'Contemporary Accounts'
for details.
The Radical cited here was a stamped newspaper, edited by
Augustus Beaumont, and published and printed by George
John Morgan, which existed for 19 numbers (from 13 Mar.
until 17 July 1836), and which should not be confused with
the unstamped Radical produced by Henry Hetherington
and John Lorymer from 20 Aug. to 24 Sept. 1831, which
then continued as the Radical Reformer until 12 Jan. 1832. For
details on these papers, see the Waterloo Directory. See Jacobs,
'John Cleave's Weekly Police Gazette (1834-36)' on Purkess's
involvement in the copyright infringement that may have
been the origin of Cleave's sentence to King's Bench Prison.
These accounts are corroborated by, and are substantively
identical to, various clippings in FPC: WPG, 19 Mar. 1836,
ff.399-402; Twopenny Dispatch, 19 Mar. 1836, f.408; WPG, 26
Mar. 1836, ff.415-16; Twopenny Dispatch, f.417; WPG, 19 Mar.
1836, ff.420-2, 2 Apr. 1836, f.445, and 9 Apr. 1836, f. 446. See
'Contemporary Accounts' for further details of Cleave's
grounds for his appeal.
The description here of Cleave's fellow-prisoners under the
stamp duty laws as 'bastilled Englishmen' follows a recurrent
trope in the Radical press of invoking Paris's Bastille prison,
symbolic of the beginning of the French Revolution, to
represent injustice and the system of unfair imprisonment to
be overthrown. See 'Contemporary Accounts', n.26, on the
archival obscurity of the various petitions mentioned in this
report.
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See Hollis, p.311, on Hetherington's fines and imprisonment.
Announcements of the formation of this Committee appeared
in the 20 Feb. issue of Twopenny Dispatch (FPC, f.357) and
the 21 Feb. Weekly True Sun (p.6a), the copy of the former of
which contains manuscript corrections entered in the latter
(which is hereafter quoted). The first advertisements actually
appealing for contributions that I have found appear in the
radical/unstamped newspapers dated 19 Mar. 1836: Weekly
True Sun (FPC, f.403; and cf. f.404: a handbill of the same
text); Twopenny Dispatch (f.407); WPG (f.422).
See 'Contemporary Accounts', pp.26-8, for details of
Hetherington's fines.
Oxford English Dictionary, citing William Blackstone.
See 'Contemporary Accounts', pp.11-12, esp. n .13 on the 'fi.
fa.' writs against Cleave and Hetherington, and pp.21-4 for
further details of Hetherington's account of the seizures.
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